
                  

 

 

 

 

         

 

Nepal is a landlocked country, wedged between two giants- India in the south, east and west and China in 

the north. The current population of the country is 29.24 million. Nepal is the 48th most populous country 

and 93rd largest country by area. Nepal is a least developed country. Landlocked, lacking substantial 

resources for economic development, and an inadequate transportation network has stood as a barrier in 

the economic development of the country.  

Nepal’s economic freedom score is 54.2 making its economy the 139th freest in the 2020 Index. Nepal is 

ranked 34th among 42 countries in the Asia–Pacific region, and its overall score is well below the 

regional and world averages. Nepal is in 149th rank with the Human Development Index of 0.574. The 

unemployment rate in Nepal is 11%. Agriculture sector which is the principal economic activity of the 

country employs 65% of the population.  

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Nepal was worth 30.64 billion US dollars in 2019, according to 

official data from the World Bank. The GDP value of Nepal represents 0.03 percent of the world 

economy. Remittance inflow inside the country is equivalent to 25% of GDP. 68% is contributed from the 

consumption sector. Although tourism makes only 2% of the GDP but it is one of the major sector that 

has created numbers of jobs for the people. Net export stands at -42% of GDP.  

The year-on-year consumer price inflation stood at 6.87 percent in mid-February 2020 compared to 4.35 

percent a year ago. In seven months of 2019/20, merchandise exports increased 22.4 percent to Rs.64.97 

billion compared to an increase of 12.5 percent a year ago. Merchandise imports decreased 3.6 percent to 

Rs.803.60 billion against an increase of 26.0 percent in the same period of the previous year. Nepal’s 

main trading partners are India, China, Bangladesh, United States, etc where 65% of Nepal’s trade is done 

with India alone.  

Highlights of 2020 

Nepal’s economy faced huge turmoil in the first half of FY2020. Following three consecutive years of 

significant economic expansion, with growth averaging 7.3 percent per year, Nepal’s economy 

experienced headwinds in the agriculture, manufacturing, and the service sectors in the first half of 

FY2020.  

With slower economic activity, imports declined in the first half of FY2020, narrowing the external 

deficit but also adversely affecting revenue collection.  At the same time, a strong performance on export 

of goods was visible due to increased palm oil, soybean oil, exports to India and narrowing the current 

account deficit by 44 percent (year-on-year). The reduction in goods imports, however, contributed to a 
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deceleration in government revenue collection, which is heavily reliant on duties, excise, and value-added 

taxes (VATs) collected at the border.  

The global Covid-19 pandemic imposed both a supply and a demand shock on Nepal’s economy, which 

adversely affected growth. The global crisis induced by the pandemic initially impacted Nepal through 

the tourism sector, with arrivals from China dropping by around 70 percent in February and a full stop to 

the issuance of visitor visas taking effect in early March 2020, which has effectively dropped tourist 

arrivals to zero. The impacts of the pandemic did not remain limited to hospitality and tourism sector. On 

March 24, the Government of Nepal announced a nationwide lockdown which impacted all sectors of the 

economy with varying degree of severity with many businesses finding it hard to sustain in the market 

and many people losing their jobs. Although the government had uplifted the lockdown from midnight of 

July 21 but due to further rise in Covid cases and increase in death rates, the government had to announce 

second phase of lockdown from September 09 further impacting the economy.  

After strong growth in recent years, Nepal’s economy will see further slump as a result of decline in 

exports, remittances, and tourist income, and the stringent measures to contain the effects of the COVID-

19 pandemic, even as the lockdowns have gradually eased. Expected sharp economic downturn in 

neighboring India, Nepal’s predominant trade partner, will also dent Nepal’s growth prospects. Industrial 

output will diminish reflecting a contraction in manufacturing and slowdown in construction. Service 

growth will be significantly lower with sluggish trade and as international tourism remains largely closed. 

A delayed economic recovery in advanced economies in 2021 may further dent prospects for employment 

of Nepali migrant workers, undermining remittance inflows and Nepal’s external position. With the 

uncertain return of businesses to pre-COVID-19 normalcy anytime soon, non-performing loans in the 

banking system may pose some risks to financial stability under a prolonged containment period. 

As a result of the impact of Covid-19, economic growth of Nepal is expected to fall in range between 

1.5% to 2.8% .Growth in the service sector is now estimated at 1 percent, the lowest since FY2002, while 

growth in the industrial sector is estimated at 3.2 percent, a four-year low, due to the deceleration in 

overall growth.  

The corona virus, which has infected millions of people and spread across the world, has taken lives of 

many people. The pandemic has created a great havoc in the world economy and Nepal is no exception. It 

is now, far more than a health crisis as it is affecting societies and economies at their core. However, we 

can see some good things coming to the industries like ecommerce, online classes and education, OTT 

platform, online grocery delivery, IT business, delivery services as these sectors have seen increase in 

terms of popularity and businesses.  

 

 

 

 

 



                  

 

 

              

 

OTT (Over the top) streaming service most recently emerged as “disruptive innovation”, a future of 

broadcasting industry already is starting to unravel its riches. It has made movie-watching convenient, 

accessible and affordable across a wider segment of the users. Also known as PayTv which has a 

multisided structure consisting of diverse viewers on the basis of traditional paytv such as cable TV later 

on upgraded to satellite or iptv and now left with online platforms; OTT service, Video portals, mobile 

services etc.  Market has been very competitive on these areas. However OTT is gradually overtaking the 

show due to the low subscription charges despite of its virtuous level of content.  

Talking about the content, audiences are fed up of usual tele-serials, soap operas and other reality 

gimmicks.  This is outdated for the today’s generation, never ending Soap operas; scripted reality shows 

repeated movies and commercials. Even the stars have started to work under the production of these 

platforms. Yes these platforms also produce films which are much appreciated by the viewers.  With an 

OTT stream, one can watch their favorite shows on Netflix or Amazon Prime Video without 

commercials. Part of what makes subscriptions like Netflix so popular is their lack of commercials, 

saving viewers from show interruptions and time wasted watching commercials instead of the actual 

show. Yet, one don’t get to see usual Tv shows and news in particular, for that one would be needing a 

regular cable connection. However online streaming service like HULU offers the most recent cable TV 

show’s which still has commercials unless purchased with premium subscription. Unlike regular cable or 

IPTV, HULU typically selects commercials according to the viewing history of the customers and also 

allows picking the brand commercials thats one wants to view during the show.  

OTT media platforms such as Netflix, Amazon prime, Disney plus etc. offers a humongous collection of 

movies, web series, documentaries and other video portals. They have segregated the library as per the 

country wise target audience. For instance there is variance in subscription through USA and India on the 

same platform. Server broadcasts different library as per the research and analysis on demand of customer 

in that region. There is always a premium VPN for this. To sugarcoat more, whatever customers watch in 

these platforms they offer with level of visual qualities and more importantly subtitles of different 

languages. High level of video qualities on low bandwidth of internet service can disrupt the video which 

can be set to lower level to avoid disruption.  Internet is required but it does not seem much bigger a 

problem since internet is easily available in most parts of the world.  

It has been a game changer for the movie industry. As the light went off on live shows, shoot and big 

premiers, the only silver lining among this is OTT industry. Amidst covid-19, film industries have turned 

around from big screens to OTT streams. OTT platforms are the new normal now due to the pandemic. 

Big movies are being premiered in these streams. Streaming rights of big premiers are purchased in huge 

amounts by bidding. Highest bidder gets right to stream. Due to which customers will be compelled to get 

subscription of that particular platform if you don’t have one. The videos demanded may be streamed in 

different platforms. This might be a problem since there are 40 ott streaming platforms in India alone and 

more than a 100 in the world. However, they will charge only 8-14$ /month and even cheaper if one gets 

a yearly package. Some of the network service providers have started to compile these platforms as a 

package deal. For instance, JioTV+ combines content from Hotstar, VOOT, ZEE5, SonyLIV and 
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SunNXT apps. The Hotstar channels on the app include: Star Utsav, Star Gold, Star Plus, Star Sports HD, 

Fox News, Sky News, ABP News, AajTak HD, India Today among others. The JioTV+ exclusive VOOT 

channels include Comedy Central HD, History TV 18HD, Nick HD+, Colors HD, M TV HD Plus, MTV 

Beats HD, Colors Rishtey, CNBC TV18 Prime HD, CNBC TV18 SD and CNBC Awaaz (Hindi) (Full 

Screen). There is an exclusive Jio Bollywood Premium HD for latest Indian cinema movies. 

In the second quarter of 2020, Netflix had 192.95 million paying streaming subscribers worldwide. Of 

these subscribers, 72.9 million were from the United States. While the popularity of Netflix's streaming 

service has been increasing, the company's DVD section has declined. They have a reach to millions of 

viewers.  

The global OTT streaming market is expected to grow from $104.11 billion in 2019 to $161.37 billion in 

2020 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 55.0%. The exponential growth is mainly due to the 

lockdown owing to the COVID-19 outbreak during which the subscription to various OTT streaming 

channels and viewership has increased. The market is then expected to stabilize and reach $169.4 billion 

in 2023 at CAGR of 14.0% from 2021.The major players in the global over the top content (OTT) 

streaming market are Facebook, Netflix, Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Apple, Hulu, Tencent, Rakuten, 

YouTube, Roku, IndieFlix, Vudu, Kakao, Line, Home Box Office, HBO, Telestra, Alphabet Inc., The 

Walt Disney Co. 
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